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RULING
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When the accused was arraigned on 1 October 1986 application was made by his counsel for a hearing on the voire dire.	I granted the application which challenged the record of interview which was conducted on 3 February 1986. Counsel for the accused submitted that it was inadmissible on two grounds - first, that on its face it was not voluntarily made and, secondly, if I held that it was voluntary I should exercise my discretion and exclude it on the ground of unfairness.

On the authority of R v Williams (1976) 14 S.A.S.R. 1, I ruled that the prosecution should present its evidence first.





The Crown called two witnesses, Detective Senior Constable Farrow and Detective Sergeant Trenerrey, both of whom gave evidence and were cross-examined by counsel for the accused.	Shortly after 1.00 a.m. on 3 February 1986 both these police officers attended the Royal Darwin Hospital and after interviewing a Dr. Higgs who was treating the alleged victim of an assault, both went to Room 10 at 53 Knuckey Street, Darwin, arriving there at 1. 52 a.m.	Sgt.
Trenerrey dealt with other matters while Const. Farrow roused the accused from sleep and interviewed him personally, limiting his queries to personal details only. One hour later at 2.52 a.m. the accused agreed to accompany these police officers to Berrimah Police Station.	The police vehicle arrived there shortly after 3 a.m. and the accused was taken to an interview room where he remained alone for approximately five hours while the police officers continued their investigations by interviewing a number of witnesses associated with their enquiries.	The accused was invited to make use of some blankets in the interview room and he chose to sleep on the carpet.

At 9.18 a.m. a record of interview of the accused was conducted by Sgt. Trenerrey at which Const. Farrow was present throughout.	The interview proceeded for about 3 hours and was completed at 12.16 p.m.



The accused was born in Yugoslavia on 14 September 1939 and is accordingly now 47 years of age.	He is an invalid pensioner, is a self-confessed alcoholic and is suffering from blood pressure.	He admitted, and I accept, that he has a fair understanding of the spoken English language and has a capacity to read it but is unable to write in English.	He speaks with a fairly heavy accent but is able to converse in English quite readily.

During the course of the record of intervie\·1 he was asked, amongst other things, the following questions and gave the following answers:-

"Q26 I would like to ask you some questions about an incident which took place at fifty three Knuckey Street on the evening of Sunday second February being last evening.	Do you understand that.

A26	Yes.
Q27	I would also like you to understand that you do not have to answer my questions if you do not wish to do so but that anything you do say will be taken down on this typewriter and may later be given in evidence in court.	Do you understand that.

A27	Yes.

Q28	Can you tell me in your own words what I mean by that last statement.
A26 Yeah, I understand what you mean, you are law and I must tell the truth. Thats like being on the court like evidence.

Q29	What does a court do.
A29	They find you guilty or not guilty, thats it."



I make the following findings:-


	That shortly before the police vehicle left Knuckey Street, the accused asked Sgt Trenerrey whether he would be getting a lift back from the police station and that Sgt Trenerrey replied, "No worries", or words to that effect.		Both Sgt Trenerrey and Const Farrow, while not denying this, simply said that they had no recollection of it.	I accept the accused's assertion that this conversation took place.	For one thing, he left his home without his usual footwear, namely thongs, and his assertion of what happened is consistent with a general concern about his getting home since there was no public transport available at that late hour.


	That the accused did not have his glasses with him.	I accept his evidence that without them he was unable to read over the questions and answers in the record of interview.	I accept his evidence that he read the first couple of questions and answers only, with difficulty, but was content to adopt the record of interview by signing each page of it and initialling alterations where corrected by one or other of the

police officers.


	That throughout the period that the accused was in police custody, he was still feeling the effects of the




liquor he had consumed on the previous day although he was not then intoxicated.	I accept his evidence that on the previous day he and three others consumed three casks of wine between 7.30 a.m. and noon and another four casks of wine very shortly after midday until
10 o'clock that evening.


	That the police officers treated the accused quite well during the period he was in their custody;	they provided him with a glass of water and a cup of coffee; that he never complained to the police of their treatment of him;	that he freely answered every question put to him;	that he signed each page of the record freely and that at no time refused to answer any questions put to him.


	That although the accused himself may have entertained some fear of refusing to answer some questions during the course of the interview because of his experience of living in a communist country, that fear was unjustified having regard to the time he had spent living in Australia.




The challenge that was made by counsel for the accused was that the accused did not have a proper understanding of the caution and, in particular, did not comprehend that he had a right to remain silent.



Had the question incorporating the traditional caution and the answer thereto remained as it was, then it is quite apparent that there was an unequivocal assent made by the accused to his understanding of the full import of the caution.	Following what appears to be traditional practice on the part of interviewing police officers which no doubt has a lot to commend it, the accused was asked to tell the interviewer in his own words what the interviewer meant by the caution.	By his answer, however, the accused responded in such a way, which, in terms, completely ignored any apparent understanding by him of the first limb of the caution, namely, that he need not answer any questions at all;	but rather that because his interviewer was a police officer he must tell the truth, thus signifying by necessary implication that he must answer the questioner.

I am of the opinion that the accused's lack of comprehension in this regard should have been apparent to his interviewer and should have inspired, at least, a repetition of the caution but, more importantly, an explanation that the caution gave the accused the option of not answering any questions if he so wished.	Although I am of the opinion that the accused's command of English is adequate by general conversational standards, his grasp of the language is by no means sufficient to expect him more readily to comprehend the two options inherent in the caution so expressed in the form it was put to him.	His



mind was undoubtedly focused on the latter part of the caution which he obviously understood.	In my opinion, therefore, the failure of the interviewer to try to clear up any misapprehension on the accused's part effectively denied the accused of the opportunity of appreciating the full and proper effect of the caution.

Nevertheless I am satisfied on the balance of the probabilities that the accused's subsequent confession was voluntarily made.	It was freely acknowledged by him in evidence before me that he had been well treated by the police officers throughout the period of his custody.	It cannot be said, therefore, that his statement resulted from duress, intimidation, persistent importunity or sustained or undue pressure, and I so find.	Moreover, I find that no inducement was held out to the accused by either of the police officers.

What was said by Dixon J.	(as he then was) in McDermott v. R (1948) 76 C.L.R. 501 on confessions was expressly approved by the Full High Court in R v Lee (1950)
82 C.L.R. 133.	In McDermott's case his Honour said at page 511:-

"At common law a confessional statement made out of court by an accused person may not be admitted in evidence against him upon his trial for the crime to which it relates unless it is shown to have been voluntarily made.	This means substantially that it has been made in the exercise of his free choice.	If he speaks because he is overborne, his confessional



statement cannot be received in evidence and it does not matter by what means he has been overborne.	If his statement is the result of duress, intimidation, persistent importunity, or sustained or undue insistence
o=  pressure, it cannot be voluntary.	But it is also a
definite rule of the common law that a confessional statement cannot be voluntary if it is preceded by an inducement held out by a person in authority and the inducement has not been removed before the statement is made:	per Cave J. in R. v. Thompson [1893] 2 Q.B.D. 12, 17."	(My emphasis)

In my opinion, the phrase "in the exercise of his free choice" does not mean that the accused must be aware of his right to remain silent since this concept has nothing to do with the concept of voluntariness;	what is meant is that the accused's will to remain silent and not confess, was not overborne.	(see also Cornelius v R (1936) 55 C.L.R. 235
and Stapleton v R (1952) 86 C.L.R. 358, 375-376).	It is
not enough if an accused, through ignorance of the law, is unaware of his right to speak or remain silent.	It is only when the free exercise of that right is overborne that the confessional material is rendered inadmissible.

I was referred to a series of decisions of this Court stemming from the application of the so-called Anunga Rules (R v Anunga & Ors. 11 A.L.R. 412) but as Forster J. (as he then was) said in that case, and repeated by other judges of this Court subsequently, the guidelines laid down in that case in no way altered the common law in relation to the admissibility of confessional material on the grounds of
voluntariness.	(See Collins v R (1980) 31 A.L.R. 257	and Coulthard v Steer 12 N.T.R. 13 per Muirhead J. at page 16





and Bob Dixon Jabarula (1984) 11 A.Crim.R. 131 per Muirhea, J.atl32).	If what is meant by those observations is thc>t the accused's will to remain silent and not confess, was n, overborne, I respectfully agree.	As was said by Gibbs C.0. in Cleland v The Queen (1983) 57 A.L.J.R. 15 at p.17:-



"The principles governing the admissibility of confessional evidence are not in doubt.	They were recently restated in the joint judgrnent of Wilson J. a· myself in MacPherson v The Queen (1981), 55 A.L.J.R.
594, at p.596.	A confession will not be admitted unless it was made voluntarily, that is in the exercise of a free choice to speak or be silent.	But even if the statement was voluntary, and therefore admissible, the trial judge has a discretion to reject it if he considers that it was obtained in circumtances that would render it unfair to use it against the accused.
In R v Lee, in the course of a discussion of the rule that allows the court a discretion to reject evidence statements voluntarily made to police officers, the Court said, at pp.15O-151:
'The only circumstance which has been suggested ,,. calling for an exercise of the discretion is the use o. 'improper' or 'unfair' methods by police officers in interrogating suspected persons or persons in custody. It was with such cases in mind that Latham C.J., in McDermott v The King (1948), 76 C.L.R., 501, at
pp.5O6-5O7, said that the trial judge had 'a discretio: to reject a confession or other incriminating statemen· made by the accused if, though the statement could not be held to be inadmissible as evidence, in all the circumstances it would be unfair to use it in evidencs against him.'	In the same case Dixon J. (1948) 76 C.L.R., at p.513 said: - 'In referring the decision of the question whether a confessional statement should t, rejected to the discretion of the judge, all that seerr.: to be intended is that he should form a judgrnent upon the propriety of the means Ly which the statement was obtained by reviewing all the circumstances and considering the fairness of the use made by the polics of their position in relation to the accused.'	In o . opinion the rule is fully and adequately stated in tho two passages.	What is impropriety in police methods and what would be unfairness in admitting in evidence against an accused person a statement obtained by improper methods must depend upon the circumstances of



- :· ::ular case, and no attempt should be made to
.\  thereby  to   limit  the  extent  or  the n of these conceptions."

_ ,;s:  found   that   the  confession was voluntary,	I
'.'.'ler the	exercise  of my  discretion.	It is
\.hat the legal burden of proving that the
·;-c:-luntary  rests  on the prosecution	(See
·:693)   2  Q.B.  12;	R v Lee	(1950) 82 C.L.R. 133
!3._ v Batty	(1963)	V.R.  451.)	In Australia,
:f	proof   applicable  is	proof on the balance of (V.'endo  v R  (1963)	109 C.L.R. 559).

, Court has not adopted the Judges' Rules l:;ut
·. :.e  general  test  commended by  the	High Court in
L) and earlier cases.	Questions should not be
:, :·,   custody  without a caution.	A  person is	to in custody not only after formal arrest but
.,•i 1s	in	a	police  vehicle  or  on police   premises ''" have given him reasonable grounds for
caused  him to  believe,  that if	he were to try
,·-:culd  not	be	al  lowed   to	do   so.	(See R v Amad
: .: 5)	I	find   that   the  accused   was  in custody
=	he	entered   the   police  vehicle  until  he was
	'.:.<:ed.



I:igh Court has warned against an approach F.,:lcs as doing more than prescribing in a
"	,--::andard of	propriety   and it	commended the

i-0Eition of the whole matter:-



"It is a question of degree in each case, and it is for the presiding Judge  to determine,  in the light of all the circumstances, whether the statements  or  admission of the accused have been extracted from him under conditions which render it unjust to allow his own words to be given in evidence against him.	The obligation resting upon police officers is to put all questions fairly and to refrain from anything in the nature of a threat, or any  attempt to extort an admission.	But it is in the interests of the co.:mnunity that all crimes should be fully investigated with the object of bringing malefactors to justice, and such investigations rr.ust not be unduly hampered.	Their object is to clear the innocent as well as establish the guilt of the offender. They must be aimed at the ascertainment  of· the truth, and must not be carried out with the idea of  manufacturing evidence or extorting some admission and thereby securing a conviction.	Upon the particular circumstances of each case depends the answer to the question as to the admissibility of such evidence."
(per Street J. (as he then was) in R v Jeffries (1947) 47 S.R. (N.S.W.) 284, at pages 311, 312.)

It is necessary, therefore,	to consider whether or not the accused can point to some impropriety on the part of the interviewer.	The accused in evidence before me claimed that he did not have a full comprehension of the caution and by his answer to Question 28 I accept that this was so.	I am not to know what his attitude would have been had a proper explanation been given to him, but I find it unnecessary to speculate since, without imputing any consciousness on the part of the interviewer to mislead the accused, I am far from satisfied that had the possibility of misapprehension been removed, the accused would not have chosen to say anything.

I fully appreciate that there are cases where no caution has been administered yet the accused's confessional

,	.

12


material has been admitted.	What disturbs me in the present case, however, is that the caution, having been made, was in effect nullified by the accused's response when called upon to explain his understanding of it.	In my opinion, it was incumbent upon the interviewing police officer to remove any ambiguity about the accused's understanding of the caution;		and because that was not done, there was some degree of impropriety on the part of the questioner sufficient to enable me to exercise my discretion to exclude the confession from being admitted into evidence.

I therefore rule that all questions and answers from and including question 30 until the end of the record of interview be excluded in the exercise of my discretion.

